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The purpose of the Technical Implementation Committee) is to model, render, maintain, and update the 
DDI specifications to meet community needs and align with Alliance strategic goals.  
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The past year has focused on the preparation of DDI-L version 3.2 for technical review and subsequent 
public review. During this process TIC has made several new efforts to better inform the DDI community 
regarding proposed changes and to incorporate member responses into the issue resolution process.  
 

 A publicly available subversion site where proposed changes were entered into a set of 
development schema provided the DDI community with the ability to download and test 
proposed changes  

 Proposed changes in major areas (Questions, Response Domains / Value Representations, 
computation structures, Geography, etc.) were sent out to identified users in advance of 
discussions within TIC to obtain feedback  

 A series of email and virtual meeting were held to provide the opportunity for broader input on 
the resolution of half a dozen issue areas resulting from the public review. These were 
announced and made open to the community through announcements on the DDI Users List 
and TIC List (which contains a dozen or more developers and interested DDI members in 
addition to TIC members)  

 Discussion of alternate means of getting the results of working groups out to the DDI community 
between revisions, e.g. the use of beta versions of individual schemes  

 
During this period a complete review and rewrite of the field level documentation took place and a new 
structure provided for the high level documentation. This work is still underway and supported by the 
Documentation Working Group.  
 
Preliminary work for a 2.5.1 version of DDI-C has been prepared. It is currently on-hold due to a request 
to bring documentation of new objects up to the standard and structure of the older field level 
documentation. Those who requested the minor content changes (inclusion of an object missed in the 
2.5 version and a relaxation of cardinality constraints to better support multiple languages) have been 
provided with preliminary copy of 2.5.1 with all changes except for the documentation updates.  
 
As the Technical Committee within DDI, TIC has been heavily involved in the work of moving DDI 
forward through the initial meeting in Dagstuhl (October 2012) and subsequent discussions (NADDI, 
email). In addition, TIC has been actively reviewing its processes in light of changes in the DDI Bylaws 
resulting in the document “Technical Committee Roles and Process” currently under discussion.  


